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Starline’s philosophy
Having a swimming pool in your garden or home is something 
magical, and is a delight to see. A swimming pool offers a place 
to have fun - with family and friends at any moment of the day. 
Spending time by the pool will allow you to fill your precious free 
hours with quality time and add an extra dimension to your life. 

In designing our pools, Starline’s focus is your needs in terms of 
the aesthetics and ergonomics of your swimming pool. The Starline 
design is characteristically pure because of its minimalism, modern 
form language and very high quality through its use of the best 
materials. These design principles were carried through in every 
detail of the pool. 

Enjoy a Starline pool with a serene mood.

An extrA dimension to your l ife



A luxury feeling  
Owning a swimming pool will bring a whole new dimension to 
your life. A lifestyle full of enjoyment, fun, a luxury feeling of wealth 
and faraway places. A life which you can spend at your beautifully 
installed swimming pool in a stylish garden or indoor space.

Get the real jetset feeling, have a drink with friends during your 
evening garden party at an exquisitely lit swimming pool. Or enjoy 
an elaborate lunch with family, while the children play in the pool. 
Lie out in the sun with your girlfriends at your poolside with your 
favourite book and music on in the background. There are plenty 
of these kinds of scenarios, and this could all be yours in your own 
homey living environment. 

A lifestyle 



Swimming Pool Lines
Introducing the lovely Starline pools! Starline swimming pools are 
divided into six swimming pool lines. Starline also has a swimming 
pool for the little ones, the trendy Starline Junior children’s pool.
All Starline swimming pools are included in this brochure.  

NEXXT Line Stylish and high end
NOVA Line  Pure, aesthetic and contemporary
Dynamic Line  Luxury entrance 
Carré Line Timeless with a classical tint
Romana Line Classic beauty 
Ergonomic Line  For a smaller garden

Junior Starline A real swimming pool for kids 

stArline swimming pools



NEXXT Line
The exclusive swimming pools in our NEXXT Line have a spacious visual 
effect in their ground level, flowing water line. Their height makes the 
reflecting water surface seem to melt into its surroundings. The water 
runs over the edge and silently disappears in a subtle open seam in 
the edging stones. With its architectural design, this stylish swimming 
pool line exceeds all expectations. NEXXT swimming pools can be 
personalised with floating design steps, available in colours that match 
your pool. Optional corner housing in the pool offers the option to 
incorporate a built-in Roldeck system. The NEXXT Line swimming pools 
exude allure and elegance. 

Measurements*
NEXXT 80 : 8 x 4.10 m 
NEXXT 100 : 10 x 4.10 m 
NEXXT 120 : 12 x 4.10 m

*All NEXXT swimming pools have a standard depth of approximately 
1.6 metres.

stylish And high end



NOVA Line 
For our NOVA Line, we brought the swimming pool concept back to 
basics, resulting in sleek, minimalist lines and corners. This swimming 
pool line is characterised by a beautiful high water line, coming up 
to right under the edging stones. The three largest pools can be 
personalised with floating design steps, available in colours that 
match your pool. A Roldeck system can also be installed with corner 
housing in the pool itself. The compact NOVA 60 pool can be 
personalised with wide NOVA steps, which offer space for a built-in 
Roldeck system. NOVA swimming pools exude pure simplicity. It is 
a swimming pool line of absolute natural beauty. 

Measurements*
NOVA 60 : 6 x 3 m
NOVA 80 : 8 x 4.10 m
NOVA 100 : 10 x 4.10 m 
NOVA 120 : 12 x 4.10 m

*The NOVA 60 pool has a standard depth of 1.5 metres. 
All other NOVA swimming pools have a standard depth of 
approximately 1.55 metres.

pure, Aesthetic And contemporAry 



Dynamic Line 
The Dynamic swimming pool line is characterised by its various 
entrance options. You can choose between two different types 
of corner steps. Both can be installed in the left and right corner. 
A special feature is the spacious rectangular walk-in steps with a 
lounge plateau just below the water level. A great place to lie out 
while you’re only partly in the water. Dynamic pools are standardly 
equipped with a pit in the back of the pool in which a Roldeck 
system can be installed. The safety edge at the top of the pool wall 
provides extra support for when weight is put on a closed swimming 
pool cover. The edges along the walls give you the option to take 
a breather in between swimming. 

Measurements*
Dynamic 110 : 11 x 4 m

*Dynamic swimming pools have a standard depth of 1.5 metres.

luxury entrAnce 



Carré Line
Carré swimming pools are characterised by their spacious Carré 
walk-in steps over the whole width of the pool. These wide steps 
make walking into the swimming pool very pleasant. Its design is 
timeless with a classical tint. A Carré swimming pool can be installed 
with or without a pit in the back of the pool. The pit is for installing 
a Roldeck pool cover. Once installed, it is completely invisible when 
the cover is open. There is a safety edge just under the water level, 
which provides support through a closed pool cover in the event that 
children or pets enter the area. The edges along the walls give you 
the option to take a breather at the pool side. 

Measurements*
Carré 80 : 8 x 4 m
Carré 90 : 9 x 4 m
Carré 100 : 10 x 4 m

*Carré pools have a standard depth of 1.5 metres.

An open quAlity



Romana Line
The Romana Line swimming pools come with classic half-moon walk-
in steps with ‘shoulders’. The top step has a start block in the middle, 
in which a jetstream can be installed. The Romana Line is the model 
for your rural or Mediterranean style garden. Romana pools are 
available with or without a pit in the back of the pool for invisible 
housing containing a Roldeck pool cover system. When the pool 
cover is opened, it is completely invisible. The safety edge around 
the walls is just under the water level and provides extra support to 
a pool cover in case extra weight is put on it. If you need to take a 
short break from swimming, you can stand on the edge along the 
walls.

Measurements*
Romana 80 : 8 x 4 m
Romana 90 : 9 x 4 m
Romana 100 : 10 x 4 m

*Romana swimming pools have a standard depth of 1.5 metres.

clAssic beAuty



Ergonomic Line 
The compact Ergonomic Line swimming pools are perfect for a 
smaller garden. Ergonomic pools are come in two standard models, 
one rectangular model with or without corner steps and various 
depths, or a rectangular model with half-moon steps. There are 
various options for a pit in the back of the pool for invisible housing 
containing a Roldeck pool cover system. When the pool cover is 
opened, it is completely invisible. In addition, it has a safety edge 
that comes up to just below the water level and provides extra 
support to a closed pool cover in case extra weight is put on it from 
above. The edges along the walls give you the option to take a 
breather between swimming. All in all, it’s a very versatile swimming 
pool.

Measurements*
Ergonomic 70 : 7 x 3.5 m Rectangular model without a pit
Ergonomic 70 : 7 x 3.5 m Rectangular model with a pit
Ergonomic 77 : 7.7 x 3.5 m Model with half-moon steps

*Ergonomic 70 swimming pools without a pit have a standard depth 
of 1.4 metres. *Ergonomic 70 swimming pools with a pit have a 
standard depth of 1.5 metres. *Ergonomic 77 swimming pools have 
a standard depth of 1.4 metres.

compAct And prActicAl



Junior Starline 
The Junior Starline children’s pool is a real swimming pool for 
children aged 2 to 7. This round children’s pool can be built into 
the garden, just like the adult swimming pools. The integrated steps 
with anti-slip profile ensure that children can get in and out of the 
pool safely and easily. The steps are also a popular place for sitting 
down and dipping your feet in the water. This unique and trendy 
children’s swimming pool is made of 100% high-quality composite 
material and can even be transformed into a trampoline. Nowhere 
else will you find such a high-quality children’s pool!

Measurements
Junior Starline  : 2.5 x 0.5 m in diameter

fun for the l ittle ones



Safe for children
and pets
Safety first of course. Starline swimming pools and pool covers have 
a number of safety measures. A closed Starline Roldeck pool cover 
tremendously increases safety. It comes with a blocking mechanism 
which automatically locks the system fifteen minutes after its last use. 

The Dynamic, Carré, Romana and Ergonomic swimming pool lines 
are standardly equipped with safety edges to support the pool cover 
in case extra weight is put on it from above. An extra option is the 
child safety lock. With this lock, the Starline Roldeck can be attached 
and locked to the swimming pool wall. This will allow you to have 
an extremely safe cover in the event that children or pets enter the 
area of the covered pool. All Starline walk-in steps are standardly 
equipped with anti-slip steps. 

A sAfe swimming pool 



A swimming pool
in action
For a pool to work well, you must make use of the necessary 
equipment. Clean, sparkling water is essential to hygiene and 
comfort. And crystal clear water is of course very inviting at that. 
Furthermore, you might want to heat your swimming pool for even 
more comfort. You might also want to think about automating certain 
aspects.

Starline has a wide range of swimming pool equipment. This 
equipment is coordinated with the Starline swimming pools. You 
can read more in the brochure on Swimming Pool Technology. For 
advice, please visit the Pool & Lifestyle Centre in Valkenswaard or 
visit a Starline dealer near you. 

swimming pool technology
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1   skimmer

2   smooth Vinylester wall

3   safety edge

4   edge on which to stand 

5   underwater lighting

6   spouts

7   romana walk-in steps

8   child lock

9   Anti-slip steps

10   start block

11   Jetstream

12   solid insulated structure 

13   preassembled pipe work

14   roldeck pit drain

15   wall drain

16   integrated roldeck pit

17   roldeck slat cover

A total concept 
For over four decades, Starline has built up knowledge and 
experience in the development and production of Monoblock 
swimming pools. Starline Monoblock swimming pools consist of one 
form. Using advanced production technology, these are made from 
high-quality composite materials in an extremely sustainable structure. 
The smooth, sleek walls are very aesthetic and easy to maintain. 

The fact that the swimming pools are already equipped with various 
parts and accessories makes for only a short installation time at your 
home, allowing you to enjoy your own pool as soon as possible. In 
sum, we can guarantee you that a Starline swimming pool is of the 
absolute best quality.  

from A to Z, eVerything you need to mAke your pool perfect 
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Materials and structure 
Starline swimming pools are made of high-quality composite material. 
Long processes of development and innovation resulted in a material 
with a very smooth, hard surface making it anti-bacterial. With 
the Vinylester top layer, it is near indestructible. This top layer also 
determines the colour of the swimming pool and comes in the five 
original swimming pool colours Blue, Soft blue, White, Soft grey and 
Antra. The Exterior Finish Coating ensures the completely insulated and 
water-proof outer layer. 

Low structure

 Top layer Vinylester
 Interim layer Damming Vinylester
 Insulation layer Vinylester
 Construction layer Vinylester
 Insulation layer High-density PU foam
 Cover layer Exterior Finish Coating

Structural reinforcement

 Side wall Structural reinforcement
 Top edge Structural reinforcement
 Bottom Honey comb insulation layer
 Corners Woven fibreglass reinforcement mats

the best mAteriAls
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Unique qualities  
•  Six swimming pool lines 

•  Contemporary design swimming pools 

•  Luxury design options and steps

•  Safe and ergonomic

•  Low-maintenance

•  Advanced production technology

•  Durable quality

•  Short installation time at home

quAlity through yeArs of experience 



Personal wishes
You can personalise your pool even more with for example a jet 
stream for an intensive swim workout, a waterfall shower and/or 
underwater lighting in any chosen design. This way you can make 
your swimming pool complete, according to your personal taste and 
wishes regarding entertainment. This ensures extra diversity in the 
use options of your swimming pool. 

For protecting your pool against the elements, safety when it comes 
to children and pets and limiting maintenance and energy costs, 
your pool can be fitted with an automatically controlled Roldeck 
swimming pool cover. Starline offers a wide range of swimming 
pool covers in various colours, materials and features, which fit 
almost all swimming pools.

Contact your Starline dealer for more information.

Pool & Lifestyle Centre 
Looking for a swimming pool for in your garden or home and in need 
of more information? Come visit the Starline Pool & Lifestyle Centre 
in Valkenswaard. Our specialists are happy to provide you with free 
advice as well as a delicious cup of coffee. Of course, you can 
always come take a look and get inspiration from our stylish indoor 
and outdoor showroom. You can view Starline’s latest swimming 
pools and experience your new lifestyle. The Pool & Lifestyle Centre 
is located at Vest 50b in Valkenswaard in the striking glass building.

De Vest 50b
5555 XP Valkenswaard

T. +31(0) 40 - 201 3333
W. www.starlinepool.com
M.  info@starlinepool.com

Starline retailers
Starline swimming pools and swimming pool covers are available 
through a renowned international network of Starline dealers. Visit 
a Starline dealer near you! Check the website listed above for an 
overview of Starline dealers.



Further information on www.starlinepool.com
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